Rank all of the topics below to indicate your preference for the topic you most want to present (1) to the topic you least want to present (16). If you know you will not be able to attend a particular class, do not give that class a ranking. Turn this ranking in along with Homework 1.

Your name: ______________________________

___ Feb 13- Challenge questions and secondary authentication
___ Feb 18- Censorship, politics, and anonymity
___ Feb 20- Usable privacy and security in the home
___ Feb 25- Security warnings
___ Feb 27- Smartphones, privacy, security
___ Mar 04- Privacy notice and privacy policies
___ Mar 06- Usable encryption
___ Mar 18- Web browser privacy and security
___ Mar 20- SSL, PKIs, secure communication
___ Apr 01- Social networks and privacy
___ Apr 03- Trust, mental models, semantic attacks, social engineering, and user education
___ Apr 08- Usable privacy and security in safety-critical devices
___ Apr 15- Access control and policy configuration, tools for security administration
___ Apr 17- Biometrics
___ Apr 22- Economics and behavior as part of usability
___ Apr 24- Graphical passwords